The IceCube neutrino observatory in operation at the South Pole, Antarctica, comprises three distinct components: a large buried array for ultrahigh energy neutrino detection, a surface air shower array, and a new buried component called DeepCore. DeepCore was designed to lower the IceCube neutrino energy threshold by over an order of magnitude, to energies as low as about 10 GeV. DeepCore is situated primarily 2100 m below the surface of the icecap at the South Pole, at the bottom center of the existing IeeCube array, and began taking pbysics data in May 2010. Its location takes advantage of the exceptionally clear ice at those depths and aUows it to use the surrounding IceCube detector a.s a highly efficient active veto against the principal background of downward-going muons produced in cosmic-ray air showers. DeepCore has a module density roughly five times higher than that of the standard IceCube array, and uses photomultiplier tubes with a new photocathode featuring a quantum efficiency about 35% higher than standard IceCube PMTs. Taken together, these features of DeepCore will increase IceCube's sensitivity to neutrinos from WIMP dark matter annihilations, atmospheric neutrino oscillations, galactic supernova neutrinos, and point sources of neutrinos in the northern and southern skies. In this paper we describe the design and initial performance of DeepCore.
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Introduction
DeepCore is a new subarray of the IeeCube obsenatory [lJ that was designed to provide sensitivity to neutrinos at energies over an order of magnitude lower than initially envisioned for the original array. Using the Cherenkov light emitted by charged particles arising from neutrino interactions in the ice, the subarray achieves this improved sensitivity through a combination of increased module density, higher q!lantum eflicienc,-photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), deployment in the clearest ice at depths greater than 2100 ill, and use of the surrounding standard IceCube modules above and around DeepCore as a powerful active veto against the copious downward-going cosmic-ray muon background.
DeepCore provides enhanced sensitivity to weakly interacting massive particles (WIl\IPs) and is expected to significantly improve existing IceCuhe results on WIMP annihilations in the Sun [2] , Galactic Center [3[ and Halo [4] , extending limits below present accelerator bounds .. DeepCore gives improved acceptance for low energy atmospheric neutrinos at Ell 2:. 10 GeV, ope~ing a useful new window for atmospheric neutrino oscillation measurements, including vp. disappearance, v., appearance and as a remote possibility, the sign of the neutrino hierarchy [5] . Taking advantage of the active vetoing capability provided by the surrounding IceCube array, DeepCore -allows us to explore the southern sky for diffuse and point source neutrino emission from active galactic nUclei (AGN), gamma ray bursts (GRBs), choked GRBs [6] , and the inner galaxy. The increased module density of DeepCore may enable the reconstruction of more closel}r-spaced cascades produced by an initial Vr interaction and the subsequent T decay, extending the search for cosmological Vr to lower energies. The higher module density may also enable the reconstruction of the average energy of galactic supernova neutrinos [7, 8] . Searches for slow-moving monopoles, supersymmetric stau pair production [9, 10] and low-energy neutrino emission from astrophysical sources [11] will likewise benefit from DeepCore's extension of IceCube's capabilities. Section 2 of this paper describes the design of DeepCore, highlighting the geometricallayout of the sub-array of digital optical modules (DOMs) that house the PMTs and their associated readout electronics [12, 13] , the optical quality of the ice in which DeepCore has been deployed, the performance characteristics of its high quantum efficiency Pl\ITs, and the schedule for DeepCore deployment that led to "first light" in mid-2010. In Section 3 we describe the results of simulations performed with IceCube and DeepCore, showing predicted triggering and quasi-real-time event selection ("filtering") performance, and estimations of neutrino effective volumes. Section 4 gives our conclusions.
DeepCore Design and Schedule

Ice Properties
The Antarctic Muon and Neutrino Detector Array (Al\lANDA, the predecessor to IeeCube) was used to map [14] the relevant wavelength and depth dependence of light absorption and scattering down to a depth of 2350 m, albeit with poor precision beyond 2100 m because of much sparser instrumentation in the deepest ice. Variations with depth in the optical ice properties were found to closely track concentrations in mineral dust deposits which in turn are correlated with climatological history. Dust concentrations are the highest in a .depth band between 2000 and 2100 m, here denoted the "dust layer," corresponding to a stadial about 65,000 years ago, in the last glacial period. DeepCore was designed to avoid this highly absorbing and scattering ice.
Our knowledge of the optical properties of the ice in which DeepCore is located has been augmented more recently with in situ measurements using pulsed LED sourees in IceCube. These preliminary time-of-flight measurements veril'y that the ice at depths greater than 2100 m is significantly more transparent optically than the shallower ice between 1500 and 2000 m. We also see this qualitatively in IceCube data from downward-going muons, which show a strong light depletion in the dust layer followed by increased light yield at greater depths (see Fig. 5 ).
In terms of scattering and absorption lengths, the parameters describing photon propagation that need to be known to simulate (see Sec. 3.1) and reconstruct neutrino-induced events, the average ice at depths below 2100 m is estimated to be about 40%-50% clearer than the ice between 1500 and 2000 m.
In the clearest ice, around 2400 m depth, the average effective scattering length is close to 50 m and the average absorption length is close to 190 m. These valuE'S are for 400 nm light, the wavelength where absorption due to dust is weakest and the ice is most transparent. This wavelength is also near the peak of the DOM sensitivity [12J.
Photomultiplier Thbes
The photomultiplier tube used in the standard IceCube DOMs is the Hamamatsu 252 mm diameter R70S1-02 [121. During the planning for DeepCare, Hamamatsu presented a new version of the PMT, the R70SnlOD, with higher quantum efficiency. The R7081MOD is identical to the standard IceCube PMT, (Fig. 1 ). An in-situ measurement showed an improvement of about 35%, smaller than the laboratory measurements and possibly due to the non-monochromatic Cherenkov spectrum and to the different optical system created by the surrounding ice. Additional properties of the HQE DOUs that differ from those of standard DOMs include: an average noise rate that is higher by a factor of 1.33 at -45°C and with a programmable deadtime set to 100 ns (Fig. 2) ; a high voltage at 10 7 gain that is 100 V lower; and a slightly larger peak-to-valley ratio. Standard and HQE DOMs exhibited similar photo-electron pulse height and charge spectra ( Figure 4 : HQE DOM noise rates from in situ measurements as a function of deployment depth. The black squares are for DOMs with standard PMTs, the red circles for HQE D0118. The higher noise rate is consistent with the increased quantum efficienc".
2,3. Geometry
The geometric parameters that directly impact the ability of DeepCore to reconstruct low energy events and discriminate them from the cosmic-ray muon " 0.6I'x~' o!/"'====="'i"""-~-~_""T""l • Low energy events are especially susceptible to background contamination from atmospheric cosmic-my muons. Cosmic-ray muons trigger lceCube at a rate approximately 10 6 times higher than atmospheric neutrino interactions in the detector. The flux of these background events is greater at lower energies, and the ability to distinguish between signal and background is more challenging in events with low light levels. The muon background is suppressed both b:' situating DeepCore at the greatest available depths and by using the entire surrounding IceCube de~ector as an active veto. Most downward-going cosmicray muons are unlikely to evade detection by the large number of surrounding DOUs before entering the DeepCore's 125 m radius by 350 m long cylindrical fiducial volume.
The DeepCore geometry was optimized using a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation based on the detailed simulation tools already in use hy IeeCube. The emphasis was on maximizing the detection efficiency for fully 0:-partially contained (i.e., starting) neutrino events in the 1()-100 GeV energy range while also achieving cosmic-ray background rejection of lW or better. For reference, fully-contained upward-going muons ,lith E~ '" 10 GeV can· illuminate about 10 DOMs in DeepCore, a number s\lfficient both for triggering the detector and for applying sophisticated reconstruction algorithms.
We varied DOM and inter-string spacing, balancing the competing advantages of higher module density and greater fiducial volume, while remaining consistent with drilling and down-hole cable breakout constraints. The chosen configuration (see 
Simulation and Selection of DeepCore Events
Simtdatwn Tools
Monte Carlo studies have been used to design DeepCore and optimize its geometry, to study the signal acceptance and background veto efficiency, and to evaluate its physics potential. The Me data for all these studies were generated.
using the complete IceCube simulation package, called IceSim. IceSim has interfaces to various programs needed to produce the signal and background events
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• of interest. Atmospheric muons were simulated with an air shower simulation program CORSIKA (COsmic Ray SImulation KAscade) [17] and neutrinos were generated with code based on ANIS (All Neutrino Interaction Generator) [18] and with GENIE (Generates Events for Neutrino Interaction Experiments) [19] . Originally developed for the AMANDA detector and recently adapted for use in the IceCube software framev, :ork, ANIS. is capable of generating neutrinos with em~rgies between 10 GeV and 1 ZeV. With a more accurate description of neutrino interactions below Ev = 10 GeV, GENIE is a state-of-the-art generator used in the broader neutrino community, in particular by accelerator neutrino experiments, and has been extensively verified. It is foreseen that an extension of GENIE to higher energies will become available in the near future, covering the full IceCube detector energy range. In each of these programs a parent particle was produced and propagated to a specific boundary of the detector geometry. For instance, the CORSIKAgenerated cosmic-ray muons were propagated to the surface of the earth, and ANIS-generated neutrinos to a cylinder of fixed radius around the IceCube detector. Once the parent· particle reached the boundary, its charged lepton daughters were propagated with l\IMC [20] , also interfaced with IeeSim.
IeeSim contains the full details of the IeeCube detector, including DOM hardware and firmware simulation and Photonics [21] which propagates photons emitted by charged particle interactions through the ice, taking into account local variations in its optical properties [14] . This simulation chain, from parent particles to the leptons and photons and finally to a DOM/Pl\IT simula.-tion, produces simulated events containing the list of hit DOMs with associated charge and timing. The content of the simulation output is a superset of that produced by the IeeCube detector DAQ. The same trigger, filter and analysis algorithms are applied to both simulated and real data.
IceSim's modular design made the inclusion of DeepCore straightforward. The main difference was the higher average noise rate and improved photon detection efficiency of the HQE DOMs. To account for these differences in these initial studies, estimated linear scale factors· were introduced, based on preliminary lab measurements of t~e HQE DO~Is. The simulated noise rate was increased by a factor of 1.54 and the PMT quantum efficiency was increased by a factor of 1.25 relative to standard DOMs. (As shown in Sec. 2.2, later measurements of the noise rate and relative quantum efficiency indicate that these estimates were approximately correct.) Eventually, the relative quantum efficiency for these DOMs, which is wavelength dependeIlt, will be included directly in Oill photon propagation code, once a complete calibration of the deployed DeepCore detector has been performed.
Trigger
IceCube DOMs are read out whenever a sufficient r..mnber of hits satisfying the hard local coincidence (HLC) condition occur during a pre-defined time window. The HLC condition is satisfied when two or more DOMs in close proximity to one another (nearest or next-nearest neighbors on the same string) register hits within a ±1 J.1.s time window. IceCube uses a simple majority trigger requiring eight or more DOMs satisfying the HLC condition within a 5 I"S time window (this trigger is called "SMTS"). The detector readout is then expanded to a wider ±10 fl-s time windmv centered on the trigger time, and includes DOMs which registered hits in the trigger time window but which did not satisfy the HLC condition. These DOMs are said to satisfy the "soft local coincidence" (SLC) condition. Only HLC hits are used by the trigger. Detailed hit information is acquired from DOMs satisfying the HLC condition as these DOMs may have received substantial amounts of light, while less detailed information is acquired from DOMs satisfying the SLC condition as these D01Is typically receive only single photons [13J.
To reach lower energies, DeepCore uses an independent SMT3 trigger, with a 2.5 fl-S time window, applied to DOMs comprising the DeepCore fiducial volumethe DOMs on the strings with HQE DOMs and those on neighboring standard IeeCube strings below 2100 m. The background to this trigger from coincident random noise is greatly reduced by application of the HLC condition. Furthermore, the depth of the DOMs suppresses the cosmic-ray background to levels manageable for the DAQ system. The DeepCore SMT3 trigger has an exclusive trigger rate that is < 10 Hi, which is < 0.4% that of the standard IceCube SMTS trigger. Table 1 shows the merumred and simulated SMT3 trigger rates from cosmic-rays and atmospheric neutrinos. Figure 7 shows the fraction of simulated atmospheric lip. events satisfying various DeepCore S1fT trigger conditions. Since the trigger works only with HLC hits, an event with only three HLC hits can have additional SLC hits. These additional hits will improve the reconstruct ability of such low multiplicity events. The minimum required multiplicity to reconstruct a track is six, although depending on the distribution of these hits along the strings, unavoidable ambiguities can arise. 1) where V gen is the volume in which the events were generated and Ntrig and Ngen the number of events satisfying the trigger and the number generated, respec,.. tively. Figure 8 also shows the effective area, Aeff, for muon neutrino events satisfying the SMT3 trigger condition ad a function of energy. The definition for Aeff parallels that of Veff. Figure 9 shows the effective volume and area for electron neutrinos. To further demonstrate the impact of DeepCore for low ellergy phrsics, these figures also show the same quantities as described above but with DeepCore artificially removed in the simulation of the response of the full detector.
Figures 8-9 were all simulated using the 86-string configuration of lceCube ("IC86") that includes the 15 strings of DeepCore. :More specialized triggers that use data from a combination of IceCube and DeepCore modules are under development to enhance sensitivity to particular signals, such as neutrino signals from solar WIMP annihilations. These spe,.. cialized triggers include those that can be implemented in the trigger software, sensitive to specific event topologies, and those that can be implemented using new hardware operating in conjunction with the existing DAQ system. These triggers will be described in a future publication.
Online Filter
Due to its location at the South Pole, real-time communication with IceCube from the northern hemisphere can only be provided by geosynchronous satellites with limited transmission bandwidth. Since the background flux of cosmic;-ray muons is about 10 6 times larger than the flux of atmospheric neutrinos in the full IceCube array, individual analyses employ software "filters': that reduce the size of the data sample by selecting likely signal events and removing likely background events. The filtered subset of the triggered data stream is transmitted daily to storage facilities in the north, where more sophisticated reconstruction algorithms are applied to the data. All events are ''..Titten to portable storage media at the South Pole and transported north for archival storage at the end of each austral winter.
With DeepCore fully deployed and surrouaded by standard IeeCube strings, a new filter taking full advant,age of the vetoing capabilities of the surrounding strings is being used. This new filter is distinct from the standard IceCube filters designed to enrich potential signal relative to background for a variety' of event topologies. The design and performance of t his filter are described below. Additional and more sophisticated vetoing algorithms will be applied to filtered data offline in the north. The offline veto algorithms are still under development. Since the cosmic-ray muon flux is attenuated by about an order of magnitude relative to that of IceCube by virtue of DeepCore's greater average overburden, the overall goal of the trigger 1 online filter and offliIle veto is to attain a cosmic-ray muon rejection factor of at least 10 5 . At the same time, we aim to maintain a signal efficiency of well over 50% for contained and partially contained neutrino-induced tracks and showers down to Ev .2: 10 GeV.
The online filter is used to search for HLC hits in the "veto" region external to DeepCore's fiducial volume that are consistent with the presence of a downward-going muon. The online filter provides an estimate of the "center of gravity" (COG) and time of the event within DeepCore by calculating the average position r and time t of the DOM hits in DeepCore. The initial COG estimate is then refined by using the average position, r', of the subset of those hits with times within one standard deviation of the average time. The initial time estimate is refined by using the average of the "corrected" hit times, t'.
Corrected hit times are determined by subtracting from the time of each hit the time that unscattered light would require to travel from the COG at r'.
With this refined COG estimate, the online filter is used to calcula.te the speed of a hypothetical particle traveling from each HLC hit in the surrounding IceCube volume (used as a veto region) to the COG. Events that have at least one hit with a speed consistent with v = c, where the speed v = (e ' -rnoM)/(t ' -tOOM), are rejected. This algorithm is depicted graphically in Fig. 10 . Figure 11 shows the distribution of hypothetical particle speeds per event. The dotted curve depicts the simulated muon background from cosmic-ray air showers using CORSIKA and the solid curve the atmospheric neutrino signal [22] . The atmospheric neutrino events are required to have an interaction vertex inside the Deepeore fiducial volume, as determined from Monte Carlo truth information. The peak for the simulated cosmic-ray muons is slightly above +0.3 m/ns while muons induced by neutrinos in DeepCore mainly give hits with negative particle speeds. Negative speeds indicate that the hypothetical particle traveled outward from the fiducial vo!ume into the veto volume. The peak at positive speeds close to zero is mainly due to early scattered light. By rejecting events with one hit within a particle speed window between +0.25 and +0.4 m/ns we achieve an overall background rejection of roughly 8 . 10-3 . Figure 12 shows the signal efficiency vs. background rejection for events that have one or more hits with a particle speed between +0.25 m/ns and a range of maximum speeds from +0.3 to +1.0 m/ns. As the value of the maximum speed increases, signal efficiency decreases more quickly than background rejection increases. Also taking satellite bandwidth limitations into consideration, we set the maximum allowable speed to +0.4 m/llS. Similarly, 1:-arying the minimum speed while holding the maximum speed fixed at +0.4 millS, we set the minimum allowable speed to +0.25 m/ns.
As we have enough bandwidth capacity we can effort to send the data with 96% background rejection and keep highest possible signal efficiency. l\iore strict selection criteria start to decrease the signal efficiency, so that we choose The center of gravity of the hits in the DeepCore volume is labelled COG. The hits in the upper left hand side, colored red and orange, are the early hits associated with the muon's entry point into the detector fiducial volume, and these hits have associated "particle speeds" consistent ",ith speed of light travel between the hit and the COG, and therefore are consistent with haYing been produced by a muon. These hits enter the "cut region" in particle speed, shmm at the bottom of the figure, and the event is vetoed on this basis. DAm/ns as selection cut.
The background rejection and signal detection rates of the online filter are compiled in Table 1 . For IceCube in its 79-string configuration, the online filter passed data at about 4 GB/day, about 5% of the available satellite bandwidth allocated to IceCube.
The effect of the online filter on the muon neutrino effective volume and effective area is shown in Fig. 8 . Its effect for electron neutrinos is shown in Fig. 9 .
The analysis of the first year of IceCube DeepCore data is underway. One ·of the first analyses nearing completion is a measurement of hadronic and electromagetic showers induced by atmospheric neutrinos in the DeepCore fiducial volume [23] . In Fig. 13 , two candidate shower events with energies on the order of 10 2 Ge V (left) and 10 3 Ge V (right) are shown. These events were extracted from the data after application of the triggering and filtering criteria described above, along with a variety of additional, more sophisticated selection criteria. Table 1 : Data and signal passing rate'> (in Hz) after application of the DeepCore trigger and online filter. In anticipation of future selection criteria that will require reconstructed interaction vertices to be well contained in the DeepCore fiducial -:olume, only atmo.,pheric neutrinos interacting inside the detector fiducial volume (a cylindel' of radius 200 m and height 350 m) were simulated. The online filter has negligible impact on simulated signal events while reducing the data, which is dominated by downward-going muons, by about a factor of 15 relative to the SMT3 trigger. The data used here came from the 79-string configuration of lceCube ("IC79"-) while the simulated signal used the 86-string configuration of lceCube ("ICS6"). Numbers for the data in IC86 running will be marginally higher than those shown he, e.
Rates ( 
Conclusions
The IceCube DeepCore sub-array has been deployed and is actively taking analysis-quality physics data. It was designed to be sensitive to neutrino energies as low as about 10 Ge V, over an order of magnitude lower than the original goal for IeeCube. Situated in the very clear ice more than 2100 m below the surface, outfitted with new high quantum efficiency photomultiplier tubes, and deployed on a very close spacing, DeepCore is operating as anticipated and is expected to reach its low energy goal. We have successfully implemented simple and robust online algorithms that reduce the background level by over two orders of magnitude while retaining most of the expected neutrino signal. More sophisticated algorithms, run offline in the north, should allow us to further reduce the background to a level comparable to the atmospheric neutrino flux. This should give DeepCore sensitivity to a wide range of e-..{citing physics, from low mass solar WIMP annihilations and atmospheric neutrino oscillations to soft-spectrum point sources of neutrinos in the southern sky and exotic physics such as slow-moving monopoles.
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